MEDIEVAL INSTITUTE BYZANTINE GREEK EXAM

The exam consists of three passages.

The first is a passage for unaided translation, i.e., it must be translated without a dictionary or any other kind of aid.

In your translation of the second and third passages you may make use of any instruments you wish (dictionaries, grammar books, Greek Bible, etc.).

You will be allowed three hours for this exam.

Please write your translation on lined paper, skipping every other line, numbering the pages consecutively, and labeling each with your exam number; please leave wide margins and use only one side to facilitate photocopying!

You are not permitted to use a computer during the exam period. To pass the exam:

- You must translate the entire passages (apart from possible minor omissions).
- The translation must show a good overall understanding of the text.
- The syntactical structure of the majority of single sentences must be correctly rendered.
- There should be very few grave errors in the translation of single word-forms (tense, number, case, etc.) per passage.

Please produce an intelligible and grammatically correct English translation. If necessary, add a more literal translation in brackets or notes to show your understanding of the Greek text.

Procedure: After each paper has been graded independently by the members of the MI Greek Exam Committee, the Committee will determine your final grade (pass/fail). You will be informed of the result by the Director of the Medieval Institute.

If you wish, please schedule an appointment with any of the committee members to discuss your exam paper

Alexander Beihammer, Alexander.D.Beihammer.1@nd.edu

David Gura, dgura@nd.edu

Aldo Tagliabue, atagliab@nd.edu